Round Cupcake Flags

You will need light or medium weight paper, scissors and glue. You can use the designs for cocktail, kebab or swizzle sticks and even straws.

Instructions:

1. Print the page and cut out the flags.
2. Select two different designs – one for the front and one for the back of the flag.
3. Apply glue to the reverse side of both the flags.
4. Place the cocktail, swizzle or kebab stick centrally on the sticky side of one flag design. Place the other flag design sticky side down over the top and hold down for 10 seconds.

Tip: Why not add a bead to the end of your flagpole? Just leave part of the cocktail stick visible above the top of the flag and pop the bead on the end of the stick.

Or how about tying a bow in a piece of thin ribbon and pushing the cocktail stick through the knot? That way you’ll have a little bow just beneath the flag.